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The UK Uganda Network is a group of people
of all ages who are interested in promoting
International Scouting and, in particular,
building friendships with the people of Uganda.
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Its aim is to bring together like-minded
members of the Scout Association who have
an interest in Africa, particularly Uganda, who
wish to gain knowledge, exchange ideas and
share experiences with each other.
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The Network provides an opportunity to
expand International Scouting by raising
awareness and promoting activities to support
ideas and projects in the UK for members of
the Uganda Scout Association and their
communities.
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So far Scouts have built a new training centre
at the National Camp Site, Kaazi. Venture
Scouts have undertaken a 10 year project to
develop a plot of land at Buwenda, with the
building of a training centre and camp site,
known as the BP Training Centre and Camp
Site, Buwenda, nr Jinga. Scouts have adopted
a school in the slum area of Kampala, Bwaise,
providing permanent classrooms and funding
for child education. Scouts collected and
transported a container full of educational
resources enabling a library to be set up in a
school in Iganga.
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A comprehensive website exists which is full of
information, project ideas and support details the ideal starting point to get involved.
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